We consider the problem of exploring an anonymous line by a team of k identical, oblivious, asynchronous deterministic mobile robots that can view the environment but cannot communicate. We completely characterize sizes of teams of robots capable of exploring a n-node line. For k < n, exploration by k robots turns out to be possible, if and only if either k = 3, or k ≥ 5, or k = 4 and n is odd. For all values of k for which exploration is possible, we give an exploration algorithm. For all others, we prove an impossibility result.
Introduction

Framework
This study is a part of an ongoing effort to understand computational and complexity issues arising in systems of autonomous mobile entities located in a universe U. The entities, called robots, have storage and processing capabilities, are identical (execute the same protocol), and move in an asynchronous way in U.
Depending on the nature of U, there are two settings in which autonomous mobile entities are being investigated. The first setting, called sometimes the continuous universe, is when U is the two-dimensional plane (e.g., [1, 7, 8, 9, 14, 19] ). The second setting, sometimes called the graph world or the discrete universe, is when U is a simple graph (e.g., [2, 3, 5, 10, 15, 16] ).
In both settings, each robot operates in a Look -Compute -Move cycle. The robot observes the environment (Look), then, based on this observation it decides to stay idle or to move (Compute), and in the latter case it moves towards its destination (Move).
In the present paper we consider the graph setting, and focus on the problem of exploration with termination: robots start from different nodes of an anonymous graph and each node of the graph has to be visited by at least one robot. Moreover, after finite time, all robots must stay idle. Robots are asynchronous: the duration of each operation (Look, Compute, and Move) of each robot is finite but unbounded, and it is decided by an adversary. Robots are also oblivious: they do not remember past observations and in each cycle the computation is based only on the result of the Look operation in this cycle. During the Look operation, a robot acquires a snapshot of the graph: it perceives the whole graph and knows which nodes are empty and which are occupied by robots. Moreover, we assume multiplicity detection: the robots can perceive, during the Look operation, if there is one or more robots in a given location; however, they do not learn the number of robots located in a node. If more than one robot is located at a node, we say that there is a tower in this node. Based on the acquired snapshot, a robot deterministically decides if it should stay idle or move to one of the adjacent nodes. This is decided during the Compute operation. During the Move operation a robot executes its decision. Moves are instantaneous, and hence any robot performing a Look operation sees all other robots at nodes and not on edges. However, a robot R may perform a Look operation at some time t, perceiving robots at some nodes, then Compute a target neighbour at some time t > t, and Move to this neighbour at some later time t > t in which some robots are in different nodes from those previously perceived by R because in the meantime they performed their Move operations. Hence robots may move based on significantly outdated perceptions.
One final precision has to be added, concerning the decisions of robots made during the Compute operation. Every such decision is based on the snapshot obtained during the last Look operation. However, it may happen that both edges incident to a node v currently occupied by the deciding robot look identical in this snapshot, i.e., v lies on a symmetry axis of the configuration. In this case, if the robot decides to take one of these edges, it may take any of the two. We assume the worst-case decision in such cases, i.e., that the actual edge among the identically looking ones is chosen by an adversary.
We say that exploration of a n-node graph is possible with k robots, if there exists an algorithm which, starting from any initial configuration of the k robots without towers, allows the robots to explore the entire graph and brings all robots to a terminal configuration, that is a configuration in which they all remain idle. Obviously, if n = k, the exploration is already accomplished, hence we always assume that k < n.
Note that the difficulty of the problem is manifold. First, due to the anonymity of the snapshot, the adversary can prevent one robot from entering one of the two identicallylooking parts of the graph. (For example a single robot can only explore one half of a n-node line when n is odd.) Second, if the robots are twice in the same global configuration, they will go in the same direction both times, because they are deterministic and do not remember anything from the past, not even the previous move. This typically prevents two robots from being able to explore a line. Finally, the requirement that the robots must reach an idle terminal configuration adds to the difficulty of the task. Indeed, the robots are somehow forced to keep track of the progress despite having no persistent memory.
The above scenario has been used, for example, in [12, 13, 17, 18] . In [17, 18] the related problem of gathering was investigated on a ring: robots starting from different locations have to meet in one node. In [12, 13] the focus was on exploration, as in the present paper. In [12] the authors investigated the sizes of teams of robots capable of exploring trees: it was proved that there are n-node trees of maximum degree 4 where Ω(n) robots are necessary for exploration and that all trees of maximum degree 3 can be explored by O( log n log log n ) robots. Moreover, the size Θ( log n log log n ) of the team is optimal for some such trees. This left open the analogous problem on trees of maximum degree 2, i.e., the lines, that are the focus of the present paper. In [13] the focus was on sizes of teams capable of exploring a n-node cycle. It was shown that the minimum number of robots that can explore a ring of size n is O(log n) and that Ω(log n) robots are necessary for arbitrarily large n. Finally, in [6] the authors investigated a similar but stronger model with labeled edges and provided necessary and sufficient conditions for explorability of arbitrary graphs for k = 3, 4 robots and k > 4 odd robots.
In this paper we concentrate on the exploration of the line and solve the following problem: What are the sizes of teams of robots capable of exploring a line of n nodes.
Our results
We completely characterize sizes of teams of robots capable of exploring a n-node line.
Theorem 1 Given n and k < n, exploration of the n-node line by k robots is possible if and only if k = 3, or k ≥ 5, or k = 4 and n is odd.
For all values of k and n for which exploration is not possible, we prove an impossibility result in Section 2. For all others, we give an exploration algorithm in Section 3.
Related Work
Algorithms for graph exploration by mobile entities (robots) have been intensly studied in recent literature. Several scenarios have been considered. In particular, exploration of anonymous graphs presents specific difficulties. In this case it is impossible to explore arbitrary graphs by a single robot if no marking of nodes is allowed. Hence the scenario adopted in [4, 5] allows the use of pebbles which the robot can drop on nodes to recognize already visited ones, and then remove them and drop in other places. The authors concentrate attention on the minimum number of pebbles allowing efficient exploration and mapping of arbitrary directed n-node graphs. (In the case of undirected graphs, one pebble suffices for efficient exploration.) In [5] the authors compare exploration power of one robot with a constant number of pebbles to that of two cooperating robots, and give an efficient exploration algorithm for the latter scenario. In [4] it is shown that one pebble is enough if the robot knows an upper bound on the size of the graph, and Θ(log log n) pebbles are necessary and sufficient otherwise.
In all the above papers, except [5] , exploration is performed by a single robot. Exploration by many robots has been investigated mostly in the context when moves of the robots are centrally coordinated. In [16] , approximation algorithms are given for the collective exploration problem in arbitrary graphs. In [2, 3] the authors construct approximation algorithms for the collective exploration problem in weighted trees. On the other hand, in [15] the authors study the problem of distributed collective exploration of trees of unknown topology. However, the robots performing exploration have memory and can directly communicate with each other.
The very weak assumption of asynchronous identical robots that cannot send any messages and that communicate with the environment only by observing it, has been first used in the case of robots moving freely in the plane (e.g., see [1, 7, 8, 9, 14, 19] ). The robots were oblivious, i.e., it was assumed that they do not have any memory of past observations. Those robots operated in Look-Compute-Move cycles, similar to those described in our scenario. The differences were in the amount of synchrony assumed in the execution of the cycles. In [11, 19] cycles were executed synchronously in rounds by all active robots, and the adversary could only decide which robots are active in a given cycle. In [7, 8, 9, 14] they were executed asynchronously: the adversary could interleave operations arbitrarily, stop robots during the move, and schedule Look operations of some robots while others were moving.
As mentioned previously, our scenario for the graph world has been previously used in [17, 18] in the context of gathering and in [12, 13] in the context of exploration.
Impossibility of Line Exploration
Lemma 2.1 Every algorithm that guarantees exploration with termination must include a tower in each of its termination configurations.
Proof: For any algorithm guaranteeing exploration with termination, an initial configuration cannot be terminal, because the robots would have not yet explored the whole line if started in this configuration (recall that n > k). Since all possible configurations without towers are potential initial configurations, the Lemma follows.
Since with k = 1 agent no tower can be formed, we immediately have: Proof: Assume, for the purpose of contradiction, that there exists an algorithm A enabling a team of two robots with a common sense of direction to perform exploration of some line. Let n ≥ 3 be the number of nodes of this line. Suppose that the adversary controlling the asynchrony schedules the two robots alternatively. More precisely, the adversary lets a robot execute its complete Look-Compute-Move cycle before allowing the other robot to execute its own execution cycle. By Lemma 2.1, any terminal configuration must contain a tower. Besides, by definition of the adversary controlling the asynchrony, if at some point a tower is formed, then either the two robots stay idle forever or the tower is broken after a single robot moves out of it. Consider now any initial configuration. Since Algorithm A is supposed to be correct, there exists a finite sequence of configuration successively reached by the system, starting from this initial configuration. From the previous remarks, the last configuration is terminal and contains a tower, and the penultimate configuration does not contain any tower. Let us choose this configuration as the new (legitimate) initial configuration. Since the robots are oblivious, they behave exactly the same, that is, they immediately form a tower and stop moving. In this case, the line is not explored (only two nodes are explored), which contradicts the correctness of Algorithm A.
Lemma 2.4
If k = 4 and n is even, then the exploration of the line is impossible.
Proof: Assume, for the purpose of contradiction, that there exists an algorithm A enabling a team of four robots to perform exploration of some line. Let n ≥ 6, n even, be the number of nodes of this line. In particular, the algorithm A behaves correctly when the initial configuration is symmetric. Suppose that the adversary controlling the asynchrony schedules two robots that are symmetric to each other simultaneously but two non-symmetric robots alternatively. More precisely, the adversary lets a pair of symmetric robots execute its complete Look-ComputeMove cycle before allowing the other pair to execute its own execution cycle.
Let Algorithm A be the algorithm for two robots with a common sense of direction in a line with n/2 ≥ 3 nodes defined as follows. Given a configuration of the two robots on the half line, consider the associated symmetric configuration of four robots in the n-node line where two half lines are glued together by their common extremity (their "left" one for example). A robot in the half-line move according to Algorithm A exactly as the corresponding pair of symmetric robots move in the full line according to Algorithm A. Since Algorithm A explores the line and stops, so does Algorithm A . This contradicts Lemma 2.3, and this concludes the proof.
Line Exploration Algorithms
We first present an algorithm to explore a line L n = [v 1 . . . v n ] when k = 3 or k ≥ 5. We then consider the case k = 4 and n odd.
Case k = 3 or k ≥ 5. The idea of the algorithm is to have the k robots occupy k consecutive locations at one extreme of the line (if k is odd) or k 2 consecutive locations on both sides of the line (if k is even) (Setup Phase). When the Setup phase terminates, the second robot from the border of each group moves on the first creating a tower. This indicates the beginning of the Exploration Phase: now the extremal robots move along the line. The algorithm terminates when the exploring robot reaches the other end of the line (k odd), or two exploring robots are next to each other in the middle of the line (k even, n even), or when they form a tower in the middle of the line (k even, n odd).
For any possible configuration, we identify, in Table 1 for k odd and in Table 2 for k even, a set of players and corresponding destinations. A black triangle denotes a tower. A white, resp. black, circle represents a node hosting no robots, resp. exactly one robot. The exploration algorithm (which contains the rules describing the Compute actions in the robot's cycle) is very simple, once players and destinations are defined. An example of two executions of the algorithm from the same initial configuration is given in Figure 1 .
Algorithm Line Exploration
If I am a player move one step towards my destination
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final:
• these configurations are terminal (no players) other: different from previous players and destinations given by Algorithm Find-Players-and-Destinations-Even
Find-Players-and-Destinations-Even (for robot r)
Let h 1 and h 2 be the numbers of robots on each side of my position.
Let left-right be the direction from min{h 1 , h 2 } to max{h 1 , h 2 }.
If my left neighbour y is empty I am a player and my destination is y Table 2 : Possible configurations when k is even.
Correctness
Lemma 3.1 In the execution of Line Exploration with k = 3 or k ≥ 5, a consecutive or 2-consecutive configuration is reached in finite time.
Proof: If k is odd, a left-right direction of the line is determined (from the half of the line containing less robots to the half containing more). Notice that, if the line has an odd number of nodes, and the central node is initially occupied by a robot, this robot is the first that moves (arbitrarily) from there. Once the direction is identified any robot with a right empty neighbour moves (i.e., towards the half that contains more robots), thus maintaining a consistent left-right direction. Eventually none of the robots can move and a consecutive configuration is reached. If k is even, the robots divide themselves evenly among the two halves of the line and follow the same procedure, each half towards their respective border, clearly reaching a 2-consecutive configuration.
Lemma 3.2 In the execution of Line Exploration with k = 3 or k ≥ 5, from a consecutive or 2-consecutive configuration, the line is correctly explored. Proof: In each consecutive block a tower is unambiguously formed. From now on, all robots know that the exploration is started. If the configuration is consecutive-with-tower (i.e. k is odd), then there is a unique robot that can move (k ≥ 3 guarantees that there is one). By the algorithm, the robot moves until it reaches the other side of the line. Notice that this is unambiguously recognized as a final configuration because in no other moment there has been a tower on one side of the line and a single robot on the other extremity. If the configuration is 2-consecutive-with-towers (i.e., k is even), then the two most central robots move progressively towards the center of the line, possibly waiting for each other if one progresses faster than the other, until they form a tower in the middle of the line (if n is odd), or they stop next to each other (if n is even). Two such robots are guaranteed to exist because when k is even, k ≥ 6. Again such configurations are unambiguously recognized as final because in no other moment there have been two towers on the two extremities and a pair of robots (or a tower) in the center of the line.
Case k = 4 and n is odd. In this case, the following algorithm explores the line. First the 4 robots place themselves so that two are on the neighbours of the central node and two on the extremities of the line. Now the two robots closer to the central node form a tower there. At this point the other two robots move towards the central node.
